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THE ALL-NEW JAZZ
A HYBRID TO FIT
YOUR LIFE
The all-new Jazz and Jazz Crosstar have arrived with advanced hybrid powertrains
and sporty new looks. Our responsive, smooth and efficient next generation
e:HEV hybrid technology provides a dynamic, electrified driving experience with
high economy and low emissions including an electric drive mode.
Its state-of-the-art interior combines class leading space and extraordinary
versatility with enhanced comfort, safety and technology.

Images are shown for illustration purposes only and show a left hand drive vehicle.
In the UK, the Jazz will be a right hand drive vehicle.
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THE ALL-NEW
JAZZ CROSSTAR
Designed for sporty and dynamic lifestyles, the all-new Jazz Crosstar features a
unique front grille, integrated roof rails and increased ground clearance for a
commanding view ahead.
Striking two-tone body colours ensure you will always look good on the outside,
whilst water-resistant upholstery protects from whatever life throws at it, on the inside.

Images are shown for illustration purposes only and show a left hand drive vehicle.
In the UK, the Jazz Crosstar will be a right hand drive vehicle.
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LIVING SPACE
The interior of the all-new Jazz and Jazz Crosstar
has been completely redesigned with soft-touch
materials, clear displays and ergonomically
designed controls. Its panoramic windscreen
provides excellent visibility and accentuates the
Jazz’s safe and spacious feeling.
New anti-fatigue front seats provide exceptional
levels of comfort, whilst our unique Magic Seats
offer remarkable versatility in the back.
So whatever you fit into your life, will also fit
into your Jazz.
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Images are shown for illustration purposes only and show a left hand drive vehicle.
In the UK, the Jazz Crosstar will be a right hand drive vehicle.

LIFE IS
BETTER
CONNECTED
The all-new Jazz range connects you to your
world with the very latest technology.
Our next generation Honda CONNECT comes
with a 9" high-resolution touch screen, Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto compatibility.*
The intuitive Honda Personal Assistant
uses unique contextual understanding
and machine learning to respond to your
instructions. All with a simple "OK Honda..."
You can also access features via the
My Honda+ smartphone app, which allows
you to remotely lock or unlock your car
and even send destinations to the in-car
navigation system.

* Honda CONNECT available as selected grades only. Connectivity for Aha™ app (including
internet radio) and for internet browsing is through WiFi tethering or Mobile WiFi Router. Data
usage and roaming charges may result from using applications on Honda CONNECT. We
recommend you check your mobile phone subscribed package. Internet browsing function
can only be used when the car is stationary. Only iPhone 5 or newer with iOS 8.4 or later are
compatible with Apple CarPlay. Apple CarPlay features, applications and services may not be
available in all areas and are subject to change. To use Android Auto™, you need to download
the Android Auto™ app from Google Play™ to your smartphone. Only Android 5.0 (Lollipop) or
later versions are compatible with Android Auto™. Android Auto™ availability is subject to change
and may vary based on geographical location.
Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Images are shown for illustration purposes only and show a left hand drive vehicle. In the UK,
the Jazz Crosstar will be a right hand drive vehicle.
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Models shown are Honda Jazz e:HEV in Platinum White Pearl and
Honda Jazz Crosstar e:HEV in two tone Surf Blue with Crystal Black Pearl.
Images are shown for illustration purposes only and show a left hand drive
vehicles. In the UK, the Jazz & Jazz Crosstar will be a right hand drive vehicles.
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